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Chapter  

1 
INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the most conspicuous phenomena observed in recent financial markets 

is the development of new financial products.  With rapid development in financial 

techniques and engineering, new financial products are being constantly developed 

and introduced into the financial markets.  As is well observed, the recent global and 

regional financial markets are significantly affected by the development of new financial 

products. 

New financial products have both positive and negative effects on financial 

development.  They induce financial innovation and accelerate the growth of financial 

markets; they can also be widely used as tools for risk management.  In addition, new 

financial products widen the source of financing, such as structured finance, to financial 

institutions.  However, these products also have the potential to destabilize financial 

markets, especially when actively used as speculative investments.  Since speculators 

take advantage of the leverage implicit in these products, investment failure may result 

in great losses that can affect entire financial markets, as seen in the recent sub-prime 

mortgage turmoil in the US. 

Although the markets for new financial products are not well-developed in many 

Asian countries, their impact on these countries’ financial markets will grow as global 

players become increasingly involved in emerging markets.  In this respect, it is 

important to review the effects of new financial products on regional financial markets 

and to discuss how to minimize the side effects of these products, while maximizing  
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their positive effects. In particular, appropriate regulations are critical to preserve 
financial stability relating to the emergence of new financial products.  In order to 
achieve this goal, they should evolve at the same pace as the development of new 
financial products. 

In order to further explore the issues, the Fiscal Policy Research Institute (FPRI) 
conducts a study from both theoretical and empirical perspectives.  In what follows, this 
report, serving as a broad guideline, will address a major set of components relevant to 
the subject matter in a brief and concise manner. 

1.1. Objective of the Study 

The FPRI’s study on “New Financial Products and Their Impact on the Asian 
Financial Markets” has the following objectives: 

1.1.1. Review and analyze the overall status and role of new financial products 
in the process of financial development in the ASEAN+3 countries, 

1.1.2. Review the overall financial market structures and analyze the potential 
merits and drawbacks of introducing new financial products, and 

1.1.3. Identify appropriate policy measures and regulations needed to 
minimize the risks involved in the introduction of new financial products, 
such as collateralized bond obligations (CBO), credit derivatives, etc. 

1.2. Scope of the Study 

In order to achieve the above objectives of the proposed research project, a 
possible scope of the study can be outlined as follows: 

1.2.1. Definition of “New Financial Product” in this Study 

In recent years, the use of such instruments as credit default swaps 
(CDS) and collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) has evidently contributed to 
an overall narrowing of credit spreads over nearly 5 years.  However, since mid-
2007, as the global financial turmoil has unfolded, CDS spreads have widened 
sharply and issuance of CDOs has stalled. 
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In addition, the three most significant instruments in the 

transformation of global credit markets are CDS contracts, traded CDS indices 

and CDO structures, which the 2007 survey shows that positions in global OTC 

credit derivatives had increased more than elevenfold since June 2004 by 

reaching US$ 51 trillion in June 2007 (BIS (2008)).  In addition, CDS contracts 

accounted for 88 percent of that total and the total global issuance of CDOs 

increased about fourfold between 2004 and 2006 by reaching US$ 552 billion in 

2006. 

According to the objectives of the study, we thus focus on “New 

Financial Products” as overview of the credit risk markets in ASEAN+3 primarily 

target on the recent observable instruments that involve local names as 

underlying assets.  We investigate the CDS market, then discuss traded CDS 

indices before surveying the CDO market, all based on debt issued by entities 

from the region. 

1.2.2. The overall status and role of new financial products in ASEAN+3  

Review and analyze the overall status and role of new financial 

products in the process of financial development in ASEAN+3.  

The study will review theoretical and investigate empirical analyses on 

the role of new financial products in the process of financial development.  In 

this regard, we will firstly review the overall status and role of new financial 

products in ASEAN+3: 

 Types and roles of new financial products such as futures, options, 

collateralized debt obligations (CDO), credit default swaps (CDS), etc.  

 Development of new financial products in the global market 

 Development of new financial products in the Asian market, specifically 

ASEAN+3 
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 Effect on the financial system (e.g., competition, volatility, market size, 

market risk, etc.) and the relevant participants (i.e., lenders, borrowers, 

issuers, investors, financial intermediaries, regulators) 

 Effect on the monetary transmission mechanism and the economy. 

1.2.3. The overall financial market structures in ASEAN+3 

Review and analyze the overall financial market structures and the 

potential merits and drawbacks of introducing new financial products. 

The study will review the ASEAN+3 current overall financial market 

structures.  In this connection, the potential merits and drawbacks of introducing 

new financial products (i.e., collateralized bond obligations (CBO), credit 

derivatives, etc.) for investors, issuers, and intermediaries will be analyzed, and 

how the products contribute to regional financial market development in general 

will be explored: 

 Financial market structures of ASEAN+3 at present 

 Effects of new financial products on the ASEAN+3 financial markets 

 Merits and drawbacks of introducing new financial products 

o Potential merits: 

- Benefits for risk management 

- Increase the financing choices 

- Increase the range of investment products 

o Potential drawbacks: 

- More complicated and risky products 

- More market volatility  

- More difficult to monitor for regulators 

o Identification of potential merits and drawbacks for ASEAN+3 

countries 
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 Readiness of ASEAN+3 countries for new financial products  

o Knowledge of market participants 

o Market structure and transparency 

o Rules and regulations. 

1.2.4. Policy recommendations and regulatory measures for dealing with new 
financial products in the region 

Identify policy recommendations 

This study aims to assist in the development of new financial products in 

ASEAN+3.  In this paper, we will recommend regulatory measures to reduce 

potential risks.  The study will also assess the roles of the government and the 

private sector in promoting the development and ensuring proper market 

entrance of new financial products: 

 How to reduce the potential risks of using new financial products 

 Recommendations for the private sector (e.g., lenders, borrowers, issuers, 

investors, financial intermediaries, fund managers, investment bankers, 

etc.) 

 Policy recommendations for regulators (i.e., central banks, SECs, Ministries 

of Finance, and stock exchanges). 
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1.3. Conceptual framework of the study 

 

 
   Source: FPRI (2009) 
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2 
THE OVERALL STATUS AND ROLE OF 
NEW FINANCIAL PRODUCTS IN 
ASEAN+3 

Financial markets are, by nature, extremely volatile and hence the risk factor is 

an important concern for financial agents.  To reduce this risk, new financial products 

such as the concept of derivatives to be used as risk hedging tools come into the 

picture.  Derivatives are products whose values are derived from one or more basic 

variables called bases.  These bases can be underlying assets (for example, equities, 

bonds, credit portfolios, commodities, etc.) or reference rates/indices (for example, 

exchange rates, interest rates, stock indices, etc.).  In addition, derivative markets have 

shown extraordinary growth over the past 10 years.  But certain events have raised 

concern about the risks associated with derivatives trading. 

 This chapter begins with definition of new financial products in this study i.e. the 

derivative instrument.  Section 2.2 presents potential merits and drawbacks of introducing 

new financial products into financial markets.  Finally, examination of new financial 

products in the process of financial market development is provided in Section 2.3. 
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1.4. Types and Roles of New Financial Products 

Derivative instruments are financial contracts whose values depend on, or derive 

from underlying assets (such as securities or commodities) or indices. Derivatives can 

be classified into two types: forwards and options. Forward derivatives include mainly 

forwards, futures, and swaps. Option derivatives comprise options, caps, floors, and all 

financial instruments with embedded options such as callable bonds, mortgage-backed 

securities, and collateralized mortgage obligations.  Option instruments have a payoff 

pattern that is non-linear and asymmetrical—that is, the change in value of the derivative 

is not in the same proportion and may not be in the same direction as the change in the 

value of the underlying asset or index. (In this feature, option instruments are unlike 

forward derivatives, whose value changes in the same direction and proportion as the 

value of the underlying assets.) 

Borrowers can use derivatives to reduce or limit funding costs, efficiently alter 

the proportion of fixed- to floating-rate debt, enhance the yield on assets, modify the 

assets’ payoff structure to correspond to the firm’s market view, and, perhaps most 

importantly, to transfer risk, or to hedge. Thus, for example, commodity futures provide 

clear benefits for commodity producers: knowing future prices allows them to make 

more efficient economic decisions. Foreign-exchange derivatives provide invaluable 

hedging tools to corporations and even to smaller firms engaged in international trade, 

allowing them to match the currency composition of their assets and liabilities. 

Financial derivatives enable parties to trade specific financial risks – such as 
interest rate risk, currency, equity and commodity price risk, and credit risk, etc. – to 
other entities who are more willing, or better suited, to take or manage these risks, 
typically, but not always, without trading in a primary asset or commodity.  Unlike debt 
instruments, no principal amount is advanced to be repaid and no investment income 
accrues.  Financial derivatives are used for a number of purposes including risk 
management, hedging, arbitrage between markets, and speculation.  We hence 
describe various major categories of derivative instrument as follows: 
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1.4.1. Forwards contract 

A contract to buy or sell a specified amount of a designated commodity, 
currency, security, or financial instrument at a known date in the future 
and at a price set at the time the contract is made.  Forward contracts 
are negotiated between the contracts in parties and are not traded on 
organized exchanges. 

1.4.2. Futures contract 

A contract to buy or sell a specified amount of a designated commodity, 
currency, security, or financial instrument at a certain time in the future 
and at a price set at the time the contract is made.  Futures contracts are 
special types of forward contracts in the sense that the former are 
standardized exchange-traded contracts.  These contracts are marked 
to market daily, with profits and losses settled in cash at the end of the 
trading day. 

1.4.3. Options contract 

A contract that gives its owner the right, but not the obligation, to buy or 
sell a specified asset at a stipulated price, called the strike price, on or 
before a given future date.  Contracts that give owners the right to buy 
are referred to as call options and contracts that give the owner the right 
to sell are called put options.  Options include both standardized 
products that trade on organized exchanges and customized contracts 
between private parties. 

 

A major difference between forward and options contracts is that, 

whereas either party to a forward is a potential debtor, the buyer of an 

option acquires an asset, and the option writer incurs a liability.  However, 

the option may expire worthless; the option will be exercised only if 

settling the contract is advantageous to the buyer.  The buyer may make 

gains of unlimited size, while the option writer may experience losses of 

unlimited size.  Options are written on a wide variety of underlying items 
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such as equities, commodities, currencies, and interest rates 

(including cap, collar, and floor1).  Options may also be written on futures, 

and swaps (known as swaptions), and other instruments such as caps 

(known as captions). 

1.4.4. Warrant options 

Options generally have lives of up to one year.  The majority of options 

traded on options exchanges having a maximum maturity of nine months.  

Longer-dated options are called warrants and are generally traded over-

the-counter.   

1.4.5. Basket options 

Basket options are options on portfolios of underlying assets.  The 

underlying asset is usually a moving average or a basket of assets.  

Equity index options are a form of basket options. 

1.4.6. Swaps contract 

A swap contract is a private contract between two parties to exchange 

cash flows in the future according to some prearranged formula.  It can 

be regarded as a portfolio of forward contracts.  The two commonly used 

swaps are: 

 

• Interest rate swaps: These entails agreement in which the first party 

agrees to pay the second party cash flows equal to interest at a 

predetermined fixed rate on a notional principal.  The second party 

agrees to pay the first party cash flows equal to interest at a floating 

rate on the same notional principal.  Both payment streams are 

denominated in the same currency.   

 
1 A cap places an upper limit, a floor a lower limit, and a collar upper and lower bounds on floating rate interest 

payments/receipts. 
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• Currency swaps:  This contract calls for the counterparties to 

exchange specific amounts of two different currencies at the outset, 

which are repaid over time according to a prearranged formula that 

reflects amortization and interest payments. 

1.4.7. Swaptions 

Swaptions are options to buy or sell a swap that will become operative at 

the expiry of the options.  Thus a swaption is an option on a forward 

swap.  Rather than have calls and puts, the swaptions market has 

receiver swaptions and payer swaptions.  A receiver swaption is an 

option to receive fixed and pay floating.  A payer swaption is an option to 

pay fixed and receive floating. 

1.4.8. Credit Derivatives 

Credit derivatives are financial derivatives whose primary purpose is to 

trade credit risk.  They are designed for trading in loan and security 

default risk.  Common types of credit derivatives include the following: 

• Total return swaps: These swaps involve the swapping of cash flows 

and capital gains and losses related to the liability of a lower-rated 

creditor for cash flows returned by a guaranteed interest rate, such 

as an inter-bank rate, plus a margin.  

• Spread options:  These options are contracts whose value is derived 

from the interest rate spread between a high quality credit and a 

lower quality credit; for example, if the spread narrows sufficiently, 

the option holder benefits from exercising the option. 

• Credit default swaps (CDSs): CDSs are a credit derivative contract 

between two counterparties, whereby the "buyer" or "fixed rate payer" 

pays periodic payments or “premium” to the "seller" or "floating rate 

payer" in exchange for the right to a payoff if there is a default or 

"credit event" in respect of a third party or "reference entity".  Some 

credit default swap contracts require that one party make only a 
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single payment to another in order to be financially protected 

against the risk of a catastrophe befalling a creditor.  For such 

contracts, a reference price may not be readily available, and the 

single premium contracts would be more properly classified as a 

form of insurance rather than a financial derivative. 

In addition, CDS contracts are most actively traded in the form of 

CDS indices, which consist of standardized portfolios of CDS 

contracts. 

• Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs): CDOs are securitization 

where the risk of a credit portfolio is transformed into tranches of 

varying risks by means of a subordination structure.  The possibility 

of arbitrage transactions across the 3 instruments ties their prices 

closely together. 

Two basic types are balance sheet CDOs and arbitrage CDOs.  In a 

balance sheet CDO, assets are taken from a single bank’s balance 

sheet.  In arbitrage CDOs, the manager assembles the collateral pool 

by buying bonds from the market.  Balance sheet CDO deals have 

been arranged mainly to achieve regulatory capital relief and reduce 

constraints on fresh lending capacities.  To save on regulatory 

capital, banks put in a CDO those loans that require relatively high 

capital charges for a given level of risk.  Arbitrage CDOs, by contrast, 

are designed to profit by arbitraging between market spreads and 

expected losses, where the former tend to be much larger than the 

latter.  In practice, however, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish 

between balance sheet and arbitrage CDOs. 

CDOs can be further classified into cash and synthetic CDOs. 

Generally, CDOs backed by consumer loans, such as mortgages or 

credit card debt, are often called Asset-Backed Securities (ABSs), 
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while those backed by corporate loans are usually called 

Collateralized Loan Obligations (CLOs). 

In a synthetic CDO, the manager assembles CDS contracts rather 

than actual debt.  Compared to a cash CDO, a synthetic CDO has 

the advantage that the manager can quickly assemble a sufficient 

number of names by going to one or two CDS dealers. 

Figure 2.1: Example of CDOs and CDSs 
 

 
  

Source: FPRI (2009) 

Figure 2.1 illustrates CDOs and CDSs in a simple way to get a basic 

idea of CDOs & CDSs.  Assume that Bank A has many types of loans 

in their portfolio such as mortgage loans, auto loans, and corporate 

loans. Bank A can the transfer credit risk of its loan portfolio to 

liberate capital for further loan intermediation by setting up an SPV to 

issue a CDO. In this figure, Bank B is an investor in this CDO.  Bank 

B, who is a debt holder, may want to protect itself against a default 

risk of this CDO by buying a CDS from a protection seller such as 

Bank C. The reference obligation of this CDS contract is the CDO 

issued by the SPV. In this case, so long as there is no default 

New Financial Products and Their Impact on the Asian Financial Markets 
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occurring, Bank B has to pay a periodic premium to Bank C. 

But once a default occurs, Bank C has to provide a default payment 

to Bank B as agreed in the contract. 

In stead of selling loans to the SPV and issuing a CDO, Bank A can 

transfer the credit risk by buying a CDS from a credit derivative 

product company, say, Bank C. The reference obligation of this CDS 

contract is the portfolio of loans of Bank A. 

Because there is no requirement to actually hold any asset or suffer a 

loss, Bank D, who does not hold any debt can also buy a CDS 

contract from a credit derivative product company which refers to 

this CDO for speculative purpose. 

 

1.5. Potential merits and drawbacks of introducing new financial 
products 

Financial markets around the world have been developed over time. 

Sophisticated financial products have been created and added into the market, and 

new technologies quicken the pace of such innovations.  Innovative financial tools have 

been introduced into the markets to facilitate efficient channeling of resources among 

financial market participants. While some financial products have been increasing their 

popularity according to their usage for hedging, enhancing investment opportunities, 

managing risk, and even speculating, some have been blamed for their riskiness which 

could lead to financial crisis.  In fact, the risks associated with those financial products 

are related to how the products are used in a specific market setting and economic 

environments as well as deep understanding in those products. This section provides 

potential merits and drawbacks of introducing new financial products into financial 

markets which should be concerned by investors and financial market regulators. 
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1.5.1. Potential Merits 

The increased complexity and volatility of the financial markets have paved the 

way for the growth of numerous financial innovations that can enhance returns relative to 

risk. Most of the newest innovations are designed to hedge complex risks in efforts to 

reduce future uncertainties and to manage risks more effectively. They also offer 

investors new investment opportunities, enhance market liquidity, and provide market 

information to market participants. Some investors may even use them for speculative 

and arbitrage purposes.  

• Risk Management and hedging 

Financial markets are, by nature, extremely volatile and hence the 

risk factor is an important concern for financial agents. The types of risks 

faced by corporations today have not changed, but rather more complex 

and interrelated. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the new financial 

tools and a proper integration of them into a firm's risk management strategy 

and corporate philosophy can help turning volatility into profitability.  

Risk management is not an elimination of risks, but rather a 

management of risks. That is selectively choosing risks an organization is 

comfortable with and minimizing those that it does not want. Some financial 

products can be added into portfolio for risk adjustment purpose which 

depending on risk preference of each investor, and used as part of an 

overall strategy to manage the various risks they face. Financial derivatives 

offer investors the opportunity to break financial risks into smaller 

components and then to buy and sell those components to best meet 

specific risk management objectives. Investors can keep the risks they are 

most comfortable managing and transfer those they do not want to others 

that are more willing to accept them. Those who are willing and able to bear 

each risk component at the least cost will become the risk holders. Moreover, 

under a market-oriented philosophy, derivatives allow for the free trading of 

individual risk components, thereby improving market efficiency. That clearly 
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reduces the overall cost of risk bearing and enhances economic 

efficiency.  Used correctly, derivatives can save costs and increase returns. 

Hedging is a strategy designed to minimize or to neutralize risk 

associated with price of an asset. Since future outcome is always uncertain, 

financial innovations, especially derivatives, have been invented to manage 

such volatility. They are important tools for helping organizations to better 

manage their risk exposures. Those financial products can be considered as 

a kind of insurance against unexpected future outcome. They transfer risks 

from hedgers, who are unwilling to bear the risks, to parties better able or 

more willing to bear them. In this regard, financial products efficiently 

allocate risks among individuals or groups in financial market. Commonly 

uses of financial tools for hedging are, for example, for hedging against 

foreign currency risk and interest risk.  

• Increasing investment opportunities and market liquidity 

When new financial products, specifically financial derivatives,   

introduced into financial market, they offer investors opportunities to invest in 

a range of financial products at lower cost, both investment cost and 

transaction cost. For example, stock index options and futures allow 

investors to trade at a fraction of the cost of trading the underlying basket of 

stocks on the cash market or buying portfolio of options. Investors can buy 

futures on commodities, such as oil, gold, steel, corn, etc., at cheaper prices 

than in the cash market. By purchasing futures, investors can benefit from 

favorable price movements in these classes of assets in a relatively 

inexpensive way. It may be much less costly to complete markets by using 

derivative securities than by creating new basic securities. Thus derivative 

securities can lower transaction costs for investors. 

Innovative financial products not only provide investors investment 

opportunities, but also increase market liquidity. Since those products cost 

investors not much money and also help allocating risk as their preference, 
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their uses by investors in the market is increased. In addition, those  

products also encourage risk-averse people to invest more in the market 

because of available hedging tools. Trading volume therefore increases and 

of course so does market liquidity. 

• Increasing financing choices and range of investment products 

Traditional funding procedure depends heavily on banks and other 

financial institutions lending. As the financial market has been developed 

and innovative financial tools have been introduced into the markets, choices 

of funding for investors and institutions have been increased and are 

available for them to use accordingly to their purposes. New funding choices 

are, for instance, securitization, that allows loan originators to transform 

illiquid assets into cash or more liquid assets, and venture capital, that 

benefits early-stage enterprise to raise fund from investors either individuals 

or investment firms.   

Those financing choices not only benefit for funding seekers, but also 

investors since many financial products correlated to those funding methods 

have been introduced into the markets such as a well-known CDO. These 

products provide investors opportunities to invest and to diversify their 

portfolios. Other financial products, such as index options, index futures, etc., 

provide investors with low-cost ways to diversify portfolios and also drive 

market liquidity. 

• Arbitrage and speculation 

Besides normal investors, arbitrageurs and speculators are also 

important participants in the financial market. When financial market 

sometimes moves out of balance, there exist opportunities for market 

participants to exploit in order to make profits.  Arbitrageurs represent 

groups of participants in financial market that look for such opportunities to 

earn riskless profits by simultaneously taking positions in two or more 
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markets. Speculators, on the other hand, are traders who want to take 

a position in the market while betting for specific outcome. Although being 

speculators associates with risks, a right bet always earns speculators a 

huge gain.  

Financial innovations especially derivatives, such as futures and 

options, are usually used for arbitrage and speculative purpose and cost 

investors only little amount of the original investment value. Thus, speculators 

and arbitrageurs play an important role in financial markets. While 

speculators provide market liquidity, arbitrageurs help to get market prices 

back into alignment. They also help to keep asset markets liquid and thus 

reduce transaction costs, i.e. reduce liquidity premiums.  

• Market information provision 

In reality, financial markets are not complete and a friction like 

imperfect information prevails. Presence of some financial products could 

provide information for market participants. Price of traded options, for 

example, conveys information about the underlying asset. Investors buy put 

option when they are expecting or aware of price dropping in the future. The 

higher price of the puts of stock market is telling market participants that 

stock market downside risk is expected to be higher in the future and that 

the net demand for insurance by buying put option is high. Innovative 

financial tools, therefore, offer market participants more information. 

 

1.5.2. Potential Drawbacks 

While innovative financial products can be very useful tools in helping investors, 

corporations and banks to efficiently and effectively manage their portfolios and 

managing their risks associated, and provide financial market liquidity, lower transaction 

cost and bring about efficiency, they could inflict pain by causing serious and 

sometimes unimaginable losses when improperly used.  Therefore, it is important that 
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user must truly understand the tool's intended function and that the necessary 

safety precautions must be taken into consideration before the tool is put to use. It may 

be prudent to stay away from the more exotic instruments, unless the risk-reward 

tradeoffs are clearly understood. 

• More complicated and risky products for investors 

Financial innovation has led to new and more exotic securities.  The 

innovation results in increasingly difficulties for investors to understand, to 

evaluate, and to manage those securities. Such sophisticated and complex 

financial tools have led to difficulties in asset pricing. As a result, the 

inaccuracies of pricing models may lead investors and traders astray. For 

risk management purpose, the measurement and control of risks can be far 

more complicated, creating the increased possibility of unforeseen losses. 

Investors may find that they are more exposed to risks than initially desired. 

Therefore, it is important that all users of innovative financial tools should 

understand the tools’ structure, their characteristics and also risk 

characteristics of those instruments. In addition, how the tools will perform 

under stressful and volatile economic conditions should not be ignored. 

For example, the distinguishing characteristics of many collateralized 

debt obligations (CDOs) and mortgage-backed securitizations (MBSs) are 

their complexity, opacity, and specialized clientele. “With one layer of 

derivatives built one on another, even specialists can incompletely grasped 

the risks of the structured products they had bought” (Eichengreen, 2008) . 

For structured credit products such as CDO tranches and tranches of other 

securitizations, it is presumed that many investors, especially those who 

invested in the high rated senior tranches, did not understand or fully assess 

the risk associated with these instruments, and therefore relied heavily on 

rating from credit rating agencies.  (Rudolph and Scholz, 2008) 
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• More difficult to assess the risk for credit rating agencies 

Credit rating agencies are responsible for using their specialized 

intelligence to providing publicly available ratings for use by investors 

seeking to price securities. However, the subprime crisis recently occurs 

suggests that the rating agencies analysis was incomprehensive and more 

thorough considerations are needed since they failed to adequately 

distinguish between the riskiness of different securities. They were also 

underestimated the underlying risks of structured financial products by being 

too generous in providing AAA ratings and failed to downgrade mortgage-

backed securities as the housing market and hence the value of the 

underlying mortgage obligations deteriorated.  

The reasons for rating problem are various. One major explanation 

lies with the imperfect models used by rating agencies to value securities 

and associated financial tools. The models used emanate from long 

experience of rating securities which may ignore recent or emerging risks 

associated with the securities. In addition, since the new financial products 

have never previously experienced serious market turbulence, only good 

period data are taken in consideration when assess possibility of default 

while bad period data is unavailable and hence ignored. In addition, rating 

agencies have also blamed on their loose quality assessment of the 

underlying assets on structured credit products. They only took for granted 

the accuracy of the information provided to them by the structures. Other 

explanations of rating problem are about conflict of interest of credit rating 

agencies whose provide services in both securities issuing advisory and 

rating, and pressure by corporations on rating agencies to received high 

rating.2  

 

 
2
 See more details in Eichengreen (2008) 
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Rating of structured credit products, such as CDOs, could be 

an example of rating difficulty. While rating of a corporate bond based 

largely on firm specific risks and depends on analyst judgment, rating of a 

CDO tranche relies on quantitative models as it is a claim on cash flows from 

a portfolio of correlated assets. Ratings are based on expected losses, but a 

bond and a CDO tranche with the same expected loss have different 

unexpected losses that depend on the correlation structure, prepayment 

behavior and the position in the capital structure of the CDO.  Therefore, 

complicated financial products are very difficult for rating. 

• More difficult for regulation 

New financial products introduced into financial markets are 

increasing in their complexity and thus difficult for not only for investors and 

credit rating agencies to understand and evaluate, but even financial market 

regulators also find it difficult for regulation. While innovative financial tools 

could provide insurance against undesired future outcome, they are 

sometimes considered as tools for exploiting benefits. Investors therefore 

have incentives for taking excessive risk for such purpose. Many new 

financial products that offer investors low cost of investment while generate 

much more return encourage investors to invest in product without or less 

understanding their characteristics and structures. This could lead to loss 

not only to investors but also economy as a whole. What even worse is that in 

a world where capital is free to flow across international boundaries, the 

crisis in one country could spread to other countries. Therefore, while the 

increasing sophistication and depth of financial markets promote economic 

growth by allocating capital where it can be most productive, the dispersion 

of risk more broadly across the financial system has, thus far, increased the 

resilience of the system and the economy to shocks. 
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1.6. New financial products in the process of financial market 

development 

The world financial innovation over the past two decades has carried out 

revolutionary changes in financial instruments and processes. The word ‘financial 

engineering’ has popped up in the financial world as a major development for financial 

solutions. It involves both design and implementation of financial innovations. Generally, 

in the international markets, the financial products are introduced to gain benefits over 

four basic functions: liquidity creation, conducting mechanism for currency exchanges, 

saving-investment channels across boundaries, and financial allocation and 

diversification for risk compensation.  

 

 In addition to the above functions, various purposes behind financial innovations 

can be distinguished into tax saving, reduction of transaction and/or agency costs, risk 

reallocation, regulatory or legislative changes, alleviation of volatility effects either from 

interest rates or prices, accounting benefits, technological advances, and financial 

education. Putting all these purposes together, the main uses of financial products can 

be concluded into securitization, hedging, arbitrage, credit-risk transfer, regulatory 

regimes, and speculation.  

 

1.6.1. Development of new financial products in the global market 

 According to the above purposes, the financial innovations have introduced 

many financial products in order to serve the needs of financial institutions, investors, 

and market participants. The development path in financial products has been 

generated with the consumer-type applications and the corporate-finance application. 

The examples of the former are new types of bank account or new forms of mortgages, 

while the latter introduces options, futures, and other new risk management vehicles. In 

order to explore the development path of financial innovations, four basic financial 

derivatives will be discussed.   
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Fundamentally, financial innovations are developed with three principal 

features generating profitable causes; risk reallocation/ reduction, reduction of 

transaction costs, and creation of arbitrage. Starting from derivative markets, futures and 

forwards were introduced as an agreement to sell assets or standardized contracts for 

future trading.   The use of them is widespread to reduce transaction costs and most 

likely to reduce price volatility and minimize credit risk. A contract trading began with 

traditional commodities such as grain and livestock, and then expanded to exchange 

trading including metals, energy, currency, equity, interest rates, and so on. The 

financial futures eventually overtook the commodities futures in terms of trading volume 

and global accessibility. The other crucial purposes of future market are to transfer risk 

and to increase liquidity between traders with different risk and time preferences. Under 

these purposes, there are two groups of people who trade futures; hedgers and 

speculators. The former wants to hedge out the risk of price changes while the latter 

seeks to make profit in the derivative markets. However, there are some differences 

between futures and forwards. The differences are distinguished by trading process and 

margining method. Futures are always traded on an exchange while forwards are traded 

over-the-counter (OTC). Additionally, the important factor is margining that indicates a 

lower credit risk in futures transaction since futures are daily margined to the daily 

forward’s spot price agreed upon delivery price and underlying assets.  

 

Another two derivatives were developed for the benefits of exchange; swaps 

and options. First, a swap is an agreement for a cash-flow exchange in the future. It runs 

financial transactions with the aims of hedging and underlying-asset-price speculation.  

Also, most of swaps are traded over-the-counter (OTC). In essence, they can be 

considered as portfolios of forward contracts. The five common types of contracts are 

relevant i.e., currency, interest rate, equity, commodity, and credit default. Figure 2.2 

shows volumes of each type of contracts traded in OTC after the Asian crisis in 1997-98.  
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Figure 2.2: Notional Amounts Outstanding of Over-the-Counter 

Derivatives 
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Source: BIS (2008) 

 

According to Figure 2.2, the interest rate swaps have been the largest share in 
the OTC derivatives market over the past 10 years; however, the volume of credit default 
swaps (CDS) has increased rapidly in the past 3 years. With liquidity and profitability 
from arbitrage, the interest rate swaps are highly popular with the purposes of hedging 
and speculation, while the credit default swaps are comparable to credit insurance that 
the financial insurers offer to secure the investors’ confidence. They have become the 
most widely traded over the past few years because of legislative relaxation and a low 
rate of default in the history. Nevertheless, the rate of default has started to increase 
progressively since the collapse of housing market. This issue will be discussed later on. 

 
Comparing options to futures, both of them are traded in organized exchanges. 

Options contract is principally the right to buy (call option) or to sell (put option) a 
particular asset while the futures contract is more likely the obligation to make or take 
delivery under the terms of contract. However, options contract also proposes the OTC  
options as an alternative financial instrument for financial convenience. Looking at the 
trend of derivative traded on organized exchange market, the trading volume of futures 
has decreased while the trading one of options has increased over the past 15 years 
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(see Figure 2.3). Figure 2.3 shows that options use has become more popular 
than the futures in the exchange market.  
 

Figure 2.3: Amount Outstanding of Derivative Financial Instrument Traded  
on Organized Exchange 
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In summary, the size of global derivatives markets has been growing 

exponentially since the Asian crisis in 1997-98. Although the markets have been 
enhancing, the derivatives have grown at the different proportions. As stated, swaps are 
the most advanced derivative in volume while the use of futures has increased at a 
decreasing rate. Looking back for a few years, the derivative markets in developed 
countries have expanded constantly. However, the rate of growth has increased 
progressively for swap and forward markets in Europe, while the rate is constant in the 
U.S. market. For developing countries, even though the size of the markets is still small, 
the volume of swaps trading keeps getting bigger; both in Latin American and Asian 
countries. But, in the options market, the trading volume in Asia has declined.   
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1.6.2. New Financial Products and the Recent Financial Turmoil in the 

Global Market 

 Besides the four mentioned derivatives, other security innovations have been 
introduced with the similar purposes of risk reallocation, portfolio diversification, and 
ability to earn arbitrage. With the idea of risk transferring, options, futures, and other 
interest rate risk management vehicles enable market participants who are risk-aversion 
to transfer that risk to others who are less risk averse.  
 

Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) are another type of the financial products 
invented from this idea. Basically, they are a type of asset-backed security with the 
combination of structured credit product. The concept of CDOs is simple as it is 
constructed to hold assets as collateral and to sell packages of cash flows to investors. 
Tranches of CDOs present different degrees of risk and reward associated with each 
underlining asset. In the past decade, CDOs have grown at a very impressive rate since 
they generate greater profit margins to investors and manufacturers. Nevertheless, CDO 
products lack the competency to monitor credit performance along with the deficiency 
of credit rating process. These limitations became the argument of the causes of the 
financial crisis starting in 2007. 
 
 Figure 2.4 shows that the amount of CDO issuances increased continually since 
2000. The IMF reported that the CDO issuance was at peak in 2006 at the value of 
almost 3 Trillion US dollars. This amount was weighted the highest proportion to 
mortgage-backed securities (MBS). With the boom in the U.S. housing market, financial 
institutions were encouraged to manage their credit-default risk and to seek profits 
through the issuance of CDOs and CDSs.  
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Figure 2.4: Global CDO Market Size 
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Source: IMF Global Financial Stability Report (2008)  

 
 Table 2.1 indicates that the highest amount of CDO in 2006 was issued as 
arbitrage CDO for 85% of the total amount of issuance. It implies that, with the housing 
boom in 2006, CDOs were issued with the major purpose of arbitrage or speculation.  
 

Table 2.1: Global CDO Market Issuance Data 

Total Issuance Arbitrage
Balance 
sheet

2004-Total 157,418.5 146,998.5 10,419.8
2005-Total 271,803.3 227,403.6 44,399.7
2006-Total 520,644.6 454,970.8 65,673.8
2007-Q1 166,526.6 153,290.9 13,235.7
2007-Q2 178,619.7 155,290.8 23,328.9
2007-Q3 92,708.0 85,493.4 7,214.6
2007-Q4 43,746.4 37,787.3 5,959.1
2007-Total 481,600.7 431,862.4 49,738.3
2008-Q1** 19,626.7 18,421.2 1,205.5
2008-Q2** 23,633.0 18,013.0 5,620.0
2008-Q3 12,833.3 8,690.0 4,143.3
2008-Q4 5,004.5 3,166.7 1,837.8
2008-Total 56,093.0 45,124.2 10,968.8

Unit: USD millions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA), 2008 
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 Another fast growing financial product is a credit default swap (CDS). The 
swap-contract mechanism can be explained as a buyer of the CDS makes a series of 
payments to a seller and receives a payoff, in exchange, if a credit instrument goes into 
default or on the occurrence of a specified credit event such as bankruptcy or 
restructuring. Thus, the CDS is somehow comparative to financial insurance, but some 
of its features may be different from the insurance. For instance, the protection buyer 
does not need to own underlying securities; typically portfolio of bonds or loans, and 
does not have to suffer any loss from the default event. Usually, the higher a CDS 
spread of any underlying asset, the more likely default risk of this asset will occur. This is 
reflected by the higher CDS spread in the market since a higher fee is being charged to 
protect against the default event. Again, similar to the main purposes of other financial 
products, the uses of CDS are for speculation, hedging, and arbitrage. With the relaxing 
mechanism and low requirement, the notional amount of CDSs outstanding had 
speeded up since the late 2004 as shown in Figure 2.5. The CDS size was about 62.2 
Trillion US dollars in the second half of 2007 before it was burst in 2008.  

Figure 2.5: The Notional Amount of Credit Default Swaps Outstanding 
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Source: International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) Market Survey 
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To compare CDOs with CDS, we find that both of them are issued on the 

basis of credit-risk transferring.  Focusing on the volumes of issuance of CDOs and CDS, 

the trading size of CDOs grew dramatically until the mid-2007; there were a huge drop 

in the volume. On the other hand, the volume of CDS has grown continually in the past 

few years, but it tends to stay at a constant rate since the beginning of 2008. With a lack 

of legislative restrictions, the numbers of CDS issuances had been multiplied during the 

period of 2005 – 2007.  

 

The parallel mechanisms of CDOs and CDS have been generated when 

financial institutions tried to seek profits from financial transactions. With a very high 

level of competition, the financial institutions have to expand their credit lines and loan 

bases to sub-prime customers and charge them at higher interest rates, in return. In 

order to protect themselves from credit default risks, financial institutions pull their sub-

prime loans together and transform them to CDOs to sell them in the stock market. By 

running this process, the financial institutions can move risky assets from their balance  

sheet; at the same time, they are capable of earning some interest returns from the CDO 

contracts. In addition, these financial institutions have issued CDS along with their CDOs 

to put a guarantee for their CDOs holders. As a result, they can double up their profits 

with the issuances of CDOs and CDS if the default rate stays low.  

  

Unfortunately, the situation did not turn out as everyone expected. In 

accordance with Figure 2.6, a decline in both CDO and CDS volumes in 2007 implies an 

increase in the credit-default rate that led to our current global financial turmoil.  

• The Recent Financial Turmoil in the Global Market 

The financial turmoil in global markets has started from the collapse of 

housing market followed by the subprime crisis in U.S. since the mid of 2007. In 

the boom of housing and financial markets, many financial companies and 

banks managed their portfolios with CDOs and CDSs. Everything would go 

smoothly and, perhaps, profitable if the loans did not go default. The problem 
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emerged when all institutions operated their transaction without cautions 

for asymmetric information; credit-default risk and credit rating. This negligence 

caused people to overbuild, over-borrow, and buy a lot of CDOs. Simultaneously, 

the big financial companies like Bear Stearns Companies, Inc. and American 

International Group (AIG) posed a huge number of CDS issuances to cope with 

the rapid increase of CDOs volume.  

 

The sign of crisis has begun to show in the housing bubble in the U.S. 

economy. The crisis chain started with the fall of real estate prices, the borrowers 

could not pay off their loans, and then, corporate defaults have spread widely. The 

linkage between housing market and financial market is demonstrated in Figure 

2.7. Since most of CDO’s collaterals are real estate investment trust debt and 

mortgages, the collapse of housing market led to the burst in CDO and CDS 

markets. The large volume of credit defaults, especially on subprime mortgage,  

has hurt many CDO/ CDS transactions, and now, the credit insurance companies 

and financial guarantors faced losses from these defaults. Also, these defaults 

resulted in further downgrades of the transactions in the overall CDO/ CDS 

markets. The losses on mortgage-backed securities (MBS) have extensively 

affected the rest of financial market. 
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Figure 2.6: The Sub-prime Mortgage Crisis 

 
Source: Wikipedia   

 

Finally, the crisis wave hit the markets as the financial institutions or 

guarantors have lost their ability to pay off their collateral claims and financial 

flexibility, which caused liquidity crunch to businesses. Major banks and 

financial institutions that invested in the MBS reported losses of approximately 

USD 435 billions in July 2008 (Bloomberg.com). Additionally, it also reported that  

owners of stocks in U.S. corporations have suffered about USD 8 trillions in 

losses, as their holding declined in value from USD 20 trillions to USD 12 trillions, 

plus the average losses in other countries are reported at 40% (Wall Street 

Journal; October 2008).  

 

At the end, the series of financial difficulties towards big financial 

institutions have launched: started from the Bear Stearns’s takeover, followed by 

the bankruptcy and other mergers of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, Lehman 

Brothers, Merrill Lynch, and AIG. The effects of this subprime crisis will be 

discussed in the next section.  
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• The Effects of Financial Turmoil on the Developed Countries 

U.S. Economy 
The effects of subprime crisis have influenced the financial markets 

worldwide; especially on the advanced economies with innovative financial 

instruments. Normally, market participants have to inevitably bear four primary 

types of risk as they hold either CDOs or MBS. The first type is credit risk that the 

homeowner or borrower will be either unable or unwilling to pay back their loans. 

The second one is asset-price risk as the value of CDOs or MBS will depreciate. 

This causes financial markdowns and losses to the holders. The third type is the 

risk that a business entity would be unable to obtain financing; this risk is called 

as liquidity risk. The final type is counterparty risk that a party to a contract will 

be not able or unwilling to sustain their obligations. The exposure of these risks 

can damage the entire financial system, and then, bring about the financial crisis. 

The groups of people affected by the crisis are distinguished into general 

individuals, banks, investment banks, hedge funds, financial insurers, and the 

economic real sector.  

 

The first affected group is an investor group, which includes banks, 

hedge funds, and other individuals. They are the most affected by the subprime 

mortgage crisis. Besides lending loans to individuals, banks also operate as an 

investor in capital market in order to earn incomes from other channels. 

Traditionally, a bank originates a loan to the borrower or homeowner and retains 

the credit-default risk, which can be transferred to invertors through MBS and 

CDOs. In the current circumstance, under the aims of speculating and 

arbitraging, investors try to benefit from the diversification of the CDO portfolio 

and the insurance of CDS. Nevertheless, as the housing bubble emerged and 

the default rate increased, the payments received by MBS and CDO investors 

declined, followed by a rise in credit risk. In January 2008, the inventory of 

unsold new homes in the U.S. housing market became almost 10 times of the 

sales volume in December 2007 (the U.S. Department of Commerce). With the 
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escalation of credit defaults, an increase in foreclosures and the supply of 

homes for sale pressures housing prices; thus, further lowers homeowners’ 

equity. Additionally, all these effects are linked to the financial market through 

the securitization of MBS and CDO. The total amount of MBS and CDO issued 

almost tripled during the year 1996 to 2007 while the share of subprime 

mortgages increased more than 30% since 2001. In banks’ case, the increase of 

default rate reduces the values of MBS and CDO, plus it also wears down the 

net worth including financial health of banks. Consequently, the uncertainty in 

equity and loan markets encourages the investors, both banks and hedge funds, 

to move their money out of risky mortgage bonds resulting in a general downturn 

in the global credit markets.  

 

The second group includes underwriters and financial insurers. The 

former is typically an investment bank that acts as the structure and arranger of 

the CDO while the latter is the group that offers financial insurance through CDS 

transaction. The underwriters establish the structures of debt and equity 

tranches; at the same time, they also test the quality of collaterals and work with  

credit rating agencies.  Finally, they price the CDO and place the tranches with 

investors based on the risk of collateral. In U.S. market, the famous underwriters 

are Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch, Deutsche Bank, and Citigroup. For the financial 

insurers such as Lehman Brothers and AIG, they use the CDS as a tool for 

managing the credit risk. As an issuer of CDS, the financial insurers have to pay 

the insurance claims to their counterparties. Since the subprime crisis hit the U.S. 

economy, these investment banks have experienced the financial difficulties; the 

major problem seems to be credit default, leading to liquidity crunch. Evidently, 

two hedge funds of Bear Stearns invested in securities backed by subprime 

mortgage loans have experienced heavy losses and sold more than USD 3.8 

billions worth of bonds to finance their margin calls. The sequence of this 

financial turmoil started with Bear Stearns suffered from a severe liquidity 

shortage that led to its takeover by JPMorgan. The downward spiral in capital 

market expanded to the U.S. major financial firms such as Fannie May and 
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Freddie Mac, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, AIG, and Citigroup. It drove 

up the costs of capital and squeezed out all manner of borrowers. 

 

The adjusting behavior of investors is to move around their money, 

especially take it out off the risky assets, and put it somewhere else safer. The 

best choice is to put their money into commodity markets. Financial speculations 

have turned to commodity markets after the collapse of financial derivatives 

markets. Oil and food were the best two choices that speculators decided to put 

their investment in to seek for higher returns and security. More than trillions of 

dollars have been removed from equities and mortgage bonds to the 

commodities markets. This put upper pressures to the prices of oil and food in 

the future markets.  

 

The last impacted group is the real sector. The downturns in housing and 

financial markets created significant job-losses in the financial sector. This has  

pressured both households’ consumption and private productions. In January 

2008, the statistics indicated weak growth in the U.S. manufacturing sector 

along with the downward pressure on its labor market. Moreover, with the 

speculation in commodities futures, the high prices of oil and food pushed up 

the inflation rate; and then, it became another economic crisis.  

 

In conclusion, the major effects that all market participants have 

experienced from this financial turmoil began with the severe credit crunch. 

Simultaneously, the major financial institutions faced serious liquidity crunch and 

lacked the ability to pay collateral claims to their counterparties. As a result, the 

investors have lost their confidence in the U.S. economy and moved their capital 

out off the country. The US dollar then depreciated as the investors switched to 

hold other key currencies i.e. EURO dollar, Yen, and Yuan. The US dollar finally 

lost its value as the world’s core currency.  
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EU Economy 

The domino effect has spread to other developed countries. European 

countries have also affected by the financial turmoil. The trigger for the loss of 

confidence in Europe markets was the American Treasury Department’s 

decision to let Lehman Brothers fail. Both banks and individual investors got hurt 

from the Lehman’s exposure. The U.S. subprime crisis caused write-downs and 

credit losses among some of the largest European banks that invested in the U.S. 

capital market. The Europe-wide costs of the subprime to date have been over 

USD 323.2 billion in asset write-downs. Since banks and industry sector in 

Europe have a very close link to each other, the financial crisis can concurrently 

affect the real sector. As a result, the European governments have to pull all 

helps together in order to alleviate the effect of U.S. subprime crisis and also to 

solve the worldwide liquidity crunch. The Europeans settled with an EU-wide set 

of measures that would guide the individual member states’ liquidity injection 

packages. At the EU basis, only two steps are proposed in the proposals: a  

broad reduction in interest rates and an increase in the minimum government-

guaranteed bank deposit from USD 27,000 to USD 68,300.  These proposals are 

the aims to encourage investment level and depositors’ confidence. The aiding 

action started on October 13, 2008 when the main European countries tried to 

put the reconciled measures into action. Together, Germany, France, and United 

Kingdom announced more than USD 222 billion of new bank liquidity and nearly 

USD 1 trillion in interbank loan guarantees. Moreover, the individual liquidity 

injection packages are undertaken as shown in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.2: The European Liquidity Injection Packages during the Crisis  
               2008 

 
Country Injection Package 

France - USD 54.3 billion of injection plan for banks 

- Up to USD 407.25 billion of injection plan for interbank loan 

guarantees 

- USD 19.8 billion of Fortis’s bailout   

Germany - USD 95 billion of bank capitalization plan 

- Up to USD 543 billions for interbank loan guarantees 

Iceland - USD 87.8 billion on rescuing its financial institutions 

Ireland - USD 400 billion of guarantees for bank deposits and debts for 

customers and creditors of its 6 banks 

Netherlands - USD 23.3 billion of Fortis’s bailout 

Spain - USD 41 billion of aid package to buy good assets from banks 

in order to inject liquidity into the entire system. 

United Kingdom - USD 34 billion of liquidity injection for Royal Bank of Scotland 

and another USD 29.2 billion for the merging of Lloyds and 

HBOS 

 
Source: Stratfor iStockAnalyst.com 

  

Ultimately, every country in the world has been affected by the U.S. 

subprime crisis. All related causes of these crunches pinned on the core 

problem of credit rating called moral hazard. 

• Issues about Credit Rating 

Most vital critics about CDOs and CDS have claimed that their volumes 

have become too large without proper regulations, monitoring method, and 

market transparency. Along with the complexity of new financial products, weak 

underwriting standards, unsound risk management practices, and the 
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asymmetric information generate financial instability, followed by the 

global financial crisis.  

 

The fundamental cause of the crisis lays on the dilemma of credit rating. 

The credit rating agencies such as Moody’s Investors Service, Standard & 

Poor’s (S&P), and Fitch Ratings have given too high rating on securities (bonds) 

backed by U.S. mortgages. These ratings did not reflect the real default rate of 

those underlining assets. The fault sign of too high rating encouraged investors 

to buy securities backed by sub-prime mortgages. Some critics argued that 

there might be the conflict of interest between rating agencies and issuers of 

CDOs and MBS. However, the core problem lays on the moral hazard between 

banks and borrowers. The lack of ability of the borrowers to make their mortgage 

payments associated with poor judgment by lenders skyrocketed the credit-

default rate. Furthermore, the speculation and overbuilding during the boom 

period of housing market were other causes that stretched the financial turmoil 

widely. The additional factor is revealed as the credit rating reports from the 

rating agencies became unreliable or inaccurate. Market participants have been 

misguided by these ratings. By the time the crisis hit the economy, not so many 

people could survive the wave of subprime exposures.  

 

The situation was getting more serious after the collapses of some major 

investment banks. The credit-rating agencies announced the downgrades of 

MBS and CDOs over trillion US dollars worth, and the most important issue is the 

inability of credit rating to reflect real default risk of those financial securities. The 

series of rating downgrades happened continually since the mid-2007 (See 

Table 2.3).  
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Table 2.3: The Series of Credit Rating Downgrades 

 
Date Events 

July 2007 - S&P placed USD 7.3 billions worth of 2006 ABS backed by 

residence mortgage loans on negative rating watch. 

- Moody’s downgraded USD 5 billions worth of sub-prime 

mortgage bonds, and also placed 184 mortgage-backed CDO 

tranches on downgrade review. 

- Fitch Ratings placed 33 classes from 19 structured finance 

CDOs on negative credit watch.  

October 2007 - Moody’s downgraded some 2,500 sub-prime bonds issued in 

2006. It also downgraded 117 CDO tranches. 

- S&P also downgraded the sub-prime bonds in the following 

days. Another 590 CDOs were put on negative rating watch 

and 145 tranches of CDOs were downgraded worth USD 3.7 

billions. 

- Fitch placed some USD 37 billions worth of CDOs under 

review. 

December 2007 - S&P downgraded ACA’s A rated to CCC, which caused 

collateral calls from its counterparties and generated financial 

instability.  

 

 

January 2008 - Fitch downgraded Ambac, a monocline insurer, two notches 

from AAA rated. It also downgraded SCA and FGIC to A and 

AA respectively.  

- Other major credit rating agencies downgraded FGIC in the 

following week. 
Source:  BIS 78th Annual Report 
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These downgrades triggered the value slash of the financial 

institutions’ MBS and CDOs. This created the downward pressure on their 

capital balance. In order to maintain the capital ratio, they had to refinance their 

account, but it is inevitably difficult with liquidity crunch all over the economy. 

The downgrading of credit rating may also reduce the value of existing shares. 

As a result, stock prices of many financial institutions are lowered. This really 

hurts the firms’ financial status. 

 

 



 

Chapter  

3 
THE NEW FINANCIAL PRODUCTS AND 
ASEAN+3 

 
In this chapter, we present a description of the current stage of the overall status 

and role of new financial products in ASEAN+3.  Also, we analyze effects of the recent 
financial turmoil on the ASEAN+3 in Section 3.3.  The implications of new financial 
products for the ASEAN+3 financial markets will be presented in the last section. 

1.7. Current Overall Financial Market Structure in ASEAN+3 
1.7.1. Overall financial market structure in ASEAN+3 

Over the past decade, the region’s financial sector has been deepened, 
with significant growth of assets in banking also in equity and bond markets.  

Firstly, measured in terms of market capitalization, Asia’s equity market 
has tripled since 1997, amounting to USD 2.3 trillion in 2004 and nearly USD 3 
trillion in 2007.  However, the role of equity markets varies widely across 
countries in the region (Table 3.1).  Those in Singapore, Korea, Indonesia, and 
Malaysia play an important role. 

Turning to the region’s bond markets, we have also recognized sizable 
growth over the past 6 or 7 years with considerable variation across countries.  
In the region as a whole, bonds outstanding amounted to USD 1.4 trillion in 2004 
and USD 1.8 trillion in 2008.  Government bond issuance continues to dominate 
the market, driven by deficit financing and monetary sterilization. Yet, corporate 
bonds have accounted for a reasonable proportion of the growth in several 
countries, in most countries they remain rather small proportion of the overall 
bond market. 
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Across the world, countries’ financial structures vary widely.  

Compared to countries in other regions with broadly comparable per capita 

incomes, however, those in Asia have relatively large banking, equity and follow 

with bond markets.  In addition, given their per capital incomes and the extent of 

their financial deepening overall, countries in Asia lag behind in the importance 

of their bond markets, particularly of the corporate bond market (see also Figure 

3.1).  Figure 3.1 indicates that over the past decade, the region’s financial sector 

has deepened on which the banking sector dominance has declined and the 

capital market has played an increasing role in regional’s financial market.   

 

Table 3.1: Domestic Financing Profile 

Market Date Domestic Credit Bonds Equity Domestic Credit Bonds Equity Total
China Mar-08 49.23 18.72 32.05 4968.28 1888.78 3234.3 10091.36
Hong Kong Mar-08 10.83 2.56 86.62 272.08 64.3 2176.89 2513.27
Indonesia Mar-08 37 19.2 43.8 165.4 85.8 195.77 446.97
Japan Mar-08 43.62 40.64 15.73 11012.36 10260.45 3971.39 25244.2
Korea Mar-08 33.87 34.6 31.53 1030.95 1053.12 959.79 3043.86
Malaysia Mar-08 33.08 26.17 40.75 235.25 186.11 289.81 711.17
Philippines Mar-08 34.14 26.74 39.11 73.53 57.59 84.23 215.35
Singapore Mar-08 20.22 15.05 64.73 152 113.12 486.49 751.61
Thailand Mar-08 42.09 25.34 32.58 262.66 158.13 203.31 624.1

Domestic Financing Profile
Percent of Total Domestic Financing In USD billions

Source: Asia Bonds Online (2008) 
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Figure 3.1: Regional financial market structure (1997 and 2008)  

 
Source: Asia Bonds Online (2008) 

 

1.7.2. Status of derivatives markets in ASEAN+3 

Derivatives markets in ASEAN+3 countries mostly are still in the very 

early stages of development.  In addition, economies in the regional are at 

various stages of development of the infrastructure needed for derivatives 

markets.  Kashyap, Rajan and Stein (2008) suggest that in countries that have a 

considerable way to go in developing these elements, it is also useful to think 

about the appropriate sequencing of products and measures. 

Table 3.2 presents status of infrastructure for derivatives markets in Asia.  

In this light, information on derivative law is from an individual country.  

Securities lending information indicates that short selling in Malaysia and the 

Philippines and very little activity in Thailand and Indonesia (BIS, 2008).  Central 

counterparty information is from industry sources and the ADB, showing 

adequate functioning only in Singapore and Korea.  International Swaps and 

Derivatives Association Inc. (ISDA) netting opinions have been issued for all 
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countries but several countries still have issues to resolve in this regard.  

Data on taxation obtained from Price-Waterhouse-Coopers, “Taxation on 

Financial Derivatives in East Asia”, shows small stamp duties in effect in 

Malaysia and value-added tax being applied in China, the Philippines, and 

Thailand.  Transaction costs in the bond market are obtained from ADB and 

additional market information.  Information on the institutional investor base 

shows weakness especially in Indonesia and the Philippines. 

 

Table 3.2: Status of infrastructure for derivatives markets 

  China Indonesia Korea Malaysia Philippines Thailand Singapore 

Market status               

Fixed-income benchmarks ( ) ( ) y y x y y 

Fixed-income liquidity ( ) x y ( ) ( ) ( ) y 

Equity market liquidity y ( ) y y x ( ) y 

Regulatory aspects               

Derivatives law x x ( ) ( ) x ( ) ( ) 

Securities lending ( ) ( ) y x x ( ) y 

Accounting standards ( ) ( ) ( ) y ( ) ( ) y 

Exchanges               

Clearing and settlement x x y ( ) x ( ) y 

   central counterparty               

ISDA netting option x y y y y y y 

Demutualized exchange x x y ( ) x ( ) y 

Taxes               

Tax harmonization x y y ( ) x x y 

Transactions costs ( ) x y y ( ) ( ) y 

   and information               

   technology               

Investor base and  ( ) x y ( ) x ( ) y 
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  China Indonesia Korea Malaysia Philippines Thailand Singapore 

   non-bank financial                

   institutions               

Number of best-practice 1 3 10 5 1 2 11 

   elements               
Source: Gosh (2006) 
Note: y denotes best practice; ( ) denotes progress on existing deficiencies; and x denotes major 
problems.  Fixed-income liquidity indicators and benchmarks indicate weakness in China 
(segmented markets), Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand (very limited medium-to long-term 
benchmark issues).  Equity market indicators reveal thin markets in the Philippines, Indonesia, and 
to a lesser extent Thailand. 

 

1.8. The overall status of new financial products in ASEAN+3 

1.8.1. Development of new financial products in the ASEAN+3 

Global derivatives markets have grown extremely fast over the past 10 

years or so. Derivatives markets in East Asia have accounted for a sizable 

proportion of the global growth.  Regarding this, Asia have accounted for only a 

small proportion of the global CDO market.  According to HK Monetary 

authorities, at end of 2005 the size of Asia’s CDS market is approximately about 

USD 1.37 bn, 7.6% of the global CDS market.  Additionally, judging from the 30-

billion-US-dollar recapitalization of the financial institutions in Asia, the size of 

holding CDOs and CDSs would not be large.  

There are 5 main derivatives products traded in East Asian markets such 

as, foreign exchange products, interest rate derivatives, equity derivatives, 

commodity derivatives, and credit derivatives. 
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Figure 3.2: Global and Asia’s CDO markets  

 
 

Table 3.3: Main Over-the-Counter and Exchange-Traded Derivatives 

Country OTC-FX OTC-INT ETD-INT ETD-EQU 

Singapore 91.0 9.0 42.0 3.0 

Hong Kong (China) 70.0 11.0 1.0 4.0 

Korea 10.0 1.0 13.0 50.0 

Other East Asia 8.0 4.0 1.0 8.0 

% of world total 15.0 1.8 2.1 3.7 

 

Source: BIS Triennial Central Bank Survey ( 2005); WFE Annual Report and Statistics (2007) 

Note: OTC = Over the counter, FX = foreign-exchange derivatives, ETD = exchange-traded 

derivatives, INT = interest-rate derivatives, EQU = equity derivatives 

 

• Foreign-exchange products, which are traded in Tokyo, Singapore, and 

Hong Kong (China), mostly in OTC markets.  There are also offshore markets, 

mainly in Singapore, for minor and non-convertible currencies (such as non-

deliverable forward instruments in the Chinese RMB).  The combined East 

Asian markets account for about 15 percent of worldwide trading  
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• Interest-rate derivatives, where East Asia accounts for less than 2 

percent of worldwide trading on the over-the-counter market and slightly 

more than 2 percent of the ETD market.  There is a trend in the region toward 

ETD markets – for example, the Republic of Korea has recently moved its 

government-bond derivatives onto the exchange.  Tokyo and Singapore are 

the two dominant locations that trade mostly Japanese yen and USD swaps 

(OTC) and futures (ETD).  Local fixed-income derivative markets have been 

developed only recently and remain small. 

• Equity derivatives, which have seen the most rapid growth, often doubling 

every two or three years.  These are mostly ETD markets, with Korea and 

Hong Kong (China) showing the most impressive recent growth.  Index 

futures as well as options are the most widely traded products, with a large 

participation of institutional investors and significant foreign participation. 

• Commodity derivatives. These have a long history, especially in China, 

where the soybean futures contract at the Dalian Commodity Exchange is 

the third largest derivatives contract in Asia and is among the world’s 20 

largest derivatives contracts.  In addition, wheat, rubber, gold, and oil futures 

are large and are mostly traded on Chinese (and Japanese) specialist 

commodity exchanges.  However, commodity derivatives account for less 

than 10 percent of the turnover of the exchanges. 

• Credit derivatives, which are among the fastest-growing products, and 

especially credit default swaps, which account for about half of this OTC 

market.  It is estimated that about 10 percent of the worldwide USD 6 trillion 

OTC market in credit derivatives is located in Asia, mainly in Tokyo and Hong 

Kong (China). 

In conclusion, derivatives markets are already important in the region, 

although still limited to a few countries. 
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Table 3.4: Derivative Products in Asia 

  China Indonesia Korea Malaysia Philippines Thailand Singapore 

Index               

Futures n y y y n y y 

Options n n y y n y y 

Options on futures n n n n n n y 

Stock               

Futures n n n n n y y 

Options n n y n n n  n 

Currency               

Futures n y y n n n  n 

Options n n y n n n n 

Interest-rate               

Futures n n y y n n  y 

Options on futures n n n n n n y 

Bonds               

Futures n n y y n  n y 

Options on futures n n y n n  n y 

Commodities               

Futures y y y y n  n y 

Options on futures n n n n n  n n 

                

No. of products traded 1 3 9 5 0  2 9 

Note: n = does not exist and y = exists 

Source: Hohensee and Lee (2007) and BIS (2008) 
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Table 3.5: A summary of Asian FX derivatives markets 

 
Source: Hohensee and Lee (2007) 
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Table 3.6: A summary of Asian Interest rate swaps and cross-country 

swap 

 

Source: Hohensee and Lee (2007) 

 

As showed above, the growth of derivatives in the region has been led 

by transactions in the formalized exchanges.  The formalized exchanges in the 

region can be divided into three tiers.  In the first tier are those of Hong Kong 

(China) and Singapore, which offer a large variety of interest, foreign exchange, 

equity and commodity products.  The second tier comprises exchanges in 
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Korea and Malaysia.  The Korean Futures Exchange has become the 

largest exchange in the world in terms of trading volume and was created in 

2004 by merging the Korean Stock Exchange (focused on equity derivatives) 

and KOFEX (focused on fixed-income derivatives).  The Futures Exchange offers 

9 types of derivatives with relatively simple products, low transactions costs, and 

very advanced information technology and internet trading.  Malaysia clamped 

down on derivatives after the crisis and merged three exchanges into the 

Malaysian Derivatives Exchange, which trades commodity and equity futures in 

roughly equal proportions and has doubled its trading volume over the past two 

years.  China experienced major problems in the 1990s and closed 27 of its 30 

exchanges; it currently only allows commodities future trading, which is 

expanding rapidly. 

The third tier of exchanges, in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand, 

trades very few derivatives.  All three countries’ markets allow banks to trade in 

OTC derivatives and have recently considered (re) introducing ETD markets.  

After serious losses during the Asian financial crisis, Thailand has kept its 

offshore and derivatives markets on a short leash, with OTC derivatives trading 

in the range of USD 30 billion in 2004 (BIS, 2006). 

The Thailand Futures Exchange established in 2004 and has started 

trading index futures in April 2006 and is actively considering introducing 

interest-rate derivatives.  Indonesia has established the Jakarta Futures 

Exchange, and introduced equity index futures at the Surabaya Stock Exchange 

in 2001.  However, market infrastructure and investors’ interest are still nascent 

and trading volumes have remained very low.  Finally, OTC derivatives are 

allowed in the Philippines, but the Manila Futures Exchange was closed after 

crisis in 1997. 

Focusing on the CDOs and CDSs markets in Asia, we realize that the use 

of such instruments as credit default swaps (CDS) and collateralized debt 

obligations (CDOs) has evidently contributed to an overall narrowing of credit 

spreads over nearly 5 years (BIS, 2008).  However, since mid-2007, as the 
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global financial turmoil has unfolded, CDS spreads have widened sharply 

and issuance of CDOs has stalled. 

By the late 1990s, these instruments had started to reference borrowers 

in Asia.  CDS contracts became available for names from the region and 

collateral portfolios for CDOs began to include these entities.  The first CDS 

indices focusing on the region began trading in 2003.  Nevertheless, these 

markets remained relatively small and illiquid compared to their counterparts in 

Europe and the United States.   

It was not until late 2006 that these Asia’s markets began to emerge as 

potentially serious markets in their own right.  There was a surge in bond 

issuance in the region, much of it by new large borrowers.  CDS contracts were 

written on these new names, CDS indices were reconstituted to include them, 

and CDOs were structured to take advantage of the diversification opportunities 

they offered. 

According to the scope of the study, we then discuss the regional CDS 

market, traded CDS indices and the CDO market in details as the following: 

• Credit default swaps (CDSs) 

BIS Quarterly Review (2008) reports an impressive number of names 

from the region that can be traded in the form of CDS contracts.  Figures 3.2 

indicates that Asia’s CDS names comprise almost a quarter of all those traded 

around the world.  Focusing on a breakdown by economy within the region, it 

shows a total of 921 Asia’s CDS names that were traded in the CDS markets as 

of early December 2007 and early January 2008.  In terms of the number of 

names from each economy within ASEAN+3, Japan and Korea dominate the 

market.  There are also CDS contracts for names from Malaysia, Indonesia, 

China, Thailand and Singapore. 
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The CDS market in Asia is concentrated in borrowers considered 

to have some but not too much credit risk.  Indeed, close to four fifths of the 

traded names in the region have ratings between A and BB.  The typical maturity 

is 5 years.  Credit events tend to be defined so as to include bankruptcy, failure 

to pay and restructuring.  Almost all large banks make markets for CDS in the 

region, however, only a small number of names are traded everyday.  These are 

those that are part of a traded CDS index and they trade at bid-ask spreads of 

10 to 20 basis points. 

Apart from the existence of significant credit risk, a critical factor is the 

availability of information about the entities that would allow a meaningful 

evaluation of the risk.  Large companies that are listed on major stock 

exchanges and owe significant amounts of debt enter the CDS market readily.  

New names tend to enter this market when they go through an IPO or issue 

convertible bonds, since banks and investors then have good information about 

their credit quality. 

Starting in the fourth quarter of 2006, a surge of non-government bond 

issuance in the region led to heightened activity in CDS contracts.  Many of the 

issuers were large borrowers who had come to the market for the first time.  CDS 

contracts for these borrowers became so important that they were made part of 

the most actively traded CDS indices for the region.  These names included 

many Chinese banks on the investment grade side and several Chinese 

property development companies on the non-investment grade side. 
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Figure 3.3: CDS names by geographical location 

 

 
Source: BIS Quarterly Review (2008) 

 

• Traded CDS indices 

CDS indices are by far the most actively traded instruments in global 

credit markets, and those in the Asian region are no exception.  There are 

currently 3 groups of indices, with names from 3 separate subregions, namely 

Asia (excluding Japan), Japan and Australia.  These indices consist of the more 

liquid CDS contracts which can thus be traded as portfolios.  Table 3.7 presents 

how the major characteristics of each of these indices.  Yet, trading volumes in 

the Asia CDS indices generally are still limited by volumes in the US CDX index 

and the iTraxx Europe index, which are the world’s two most actively traded 

credit instruments.  Figure 3.3 also indicates that risk premium remains elevated, 

more so for lower-rated sovereigns and high-risk corporates. 
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Table 3.7: The current Asia CDS indices 

 
Source: BIS Quarterly Review (2008) 

 

Figure 3.4: Credit Default Swap Spreads—Senior 5-year 
(Mid spread in basis points) 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream 
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• Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) 

The history of CDOs in Asia is short compared to that in the United States and 

Europe.  As in those regions, the first Asian CDO deals were balance sheet 

transactions motivated by banks’ efforts to economize on capital, and were 

issued by Japanese banks in the late 1990s.  Outside Japan, in December 2001, 

DBS Bank securitized USD 1.5 billion of CDS on corporate loans in the first Asian 

synthetic balance sheet CDO deal.  Since then, the focus of CDO markets in 

Asia has shifted from traditional balance sheet CDOs to synthetic arbitrage 

CDOs and more recently to single-tranche arbitrage CDOs.  Figures 3.4 

indicates that the growth in the Asia’s CDO market peaked in 2006 of which 

Japan and Korea accounted for more than half of the region’s deals in 2005-07. 

While Hong Kong, Japan, Korea and Singapore have had the most active CDO 

markets in the region, a few banks in China and Malaysia have recently also 

completed several balance sheet CDO deals, drawing on their own loan 

portfolios.  The most popular forms of collateral have been corporate loans and 

bonds, but leveraged loans, distressed loans and asset-backed securities have 

also been used.  Banks and insurance companies form the main investor base 

for CDOs backed by both Asian and global assets. 

In recent years, some banks from the region have structured synthetic CDOs by 

drawing from their own portfolios a geographically diversified collateral pool with 

a substantial amount of Asian exposure.  Figure 3.4 shows three examples of 

these deals.  In each case, more than half of the underlying assets are from the 

region.  In contrast to balance sheet CDOs, only a few arbitrage CDO 

transactions have relied on collateral pools consisting mainly of regional assets.  

This is partly because within-region diversification benefits are rather limited. 
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• Single-tranche CDOs 

A more recent innovation in the CDO markets that has spread to Asia is the 

single-tranche CDO, a synthetic arbitrage CDO in which the sponsor sells only 

one tranche from the capital structure, usually to satisfy an investor’s request for 

a particular level of credit quality.  Most single-tranche CDO deals in Asia have 

been based on portfolios of global names with a small number of Asian names 

included.  An example of a single-tranche CDO deal based substantially on 

Asian names is the Silk Road Plus series, which was launched in Singapore in 

2006 and sold more broadly than most private deals. 

 

Figure 3.5: CDO issuance with Asia names (USD billions) 

 

 
Source: BIS Quarterly Review (2008) 
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Table 3.8: Three Asia synthetic balance sheet CDOs 

 
Source: BIS Quarterly Review (2008) 

 

1.9. Effects of the recent financial turmoil on the ASEAN+3 

Fundamentally, the U.S. subprime crisis has not affected the ASEAN+3 

economies as much as it has on other developed countries. Experts explain that this is 

because the development of ASEAN+3 financial markets is still at the beginning age. 

Therefore, the economies did not expose to all risks and damages created by those 

financial innovations, CDOs and CDS. Nevertheless, Japan is exceptional since her 

economy is closely associated with the U.S. market, and many innovative financial 

products are utilized nationwide. The effects on ASEAN+3 markets can be distinguished 

into the effect on the financial sector and the effect on the real sector.  

1.9.1. Effect on the Financial Sector: Financial Market and Capital Movement 

The problem of CDOs and CDSs caused the massive recapitalization of 

financial institutions. By the end of September 2008, the financial institutions 

such as Merrill Lynch, IMF, and the Treasury of the United Kingdom, have 

already recapitalized by USD 513 billion. Nevertheless, they are still expected to 
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need more fund. The problem of liquidity crunch emerged due to the 

shortage of U.S. dollar. The private financial institutions suffered from their losses 

and inability to payback their claims. Table 3.9 shows the amount of bail-out 

injection of central banks in each country. This amount is still getting bigger in 

order to alleviate the effect from subprime crisis.  

 

 Table 3.9: Amount of Bail-out Injection 

 

15-Sep-08 16-Sep-08 17-Sep-08 18-Sep-08 19-Sep-08 Total
Federal Reserve Bank 70.0 50.0 120.0
European Central Bank 42.0 98.1 140.1
Bank of England 8.8 35.2 44.0
Bank of Japan 24.0 19.2 24.0 28.8 96.0
Reserve Bank of Australia 1.8 1.5 3.3 2.4 28.8 37.8
Swiss National Bank 7.2 7.2
Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan) 3.6 3.6
Bank of Russia 43.3 19.7 63.0
Central Bank of India 1.3 1.3
Hong Kong Monetary Authority 0.2 0.2

Total 513.2

Central Banks 
Bailout Injection (Billion USD)

Source: TISCO Research (as of September 2008) 

Starting with Japan, the most affected country in the plus 3 group, many 

Japanese firms have invested their capital in the U.S. financial market.  The 

shock from Lehman Brothers shook the prices of Japanese shares down due to 

unrealized losses on securities. This factor caused a decrease in capital ratio, 

banks’ profit, and unstable state of Japanese stock market.  The capital  

adequacy ratios and the share prices in Nikkei have declined continually since 

September 2008. The degree to which falling stock prices impact the financial 

positions of financial institutions has appeared.  

At the same time, the crisis hit South Korea economy through the 

financial investment channel. Even though there is no anticipation on substantial 
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bank failure, the capital flight from Korea economy occurred. The foreign 

investors were afraid of illiquidity state so that they have withdrawn capital from 

the Korea market as liquidity guarantee. This situation once again caused 

liquidity crunch to the market. Another country in the plus 3 group is China. 

China is the country that seems to have only small impact from this subprime 

crisis because her recent developments in the financial industry have been 

detached from the real economy. Moreover, China still has a good financial 

foundation and the traditional banking system is not so severe.  

For the ASEAN countries, Singapore is the country that got the strongest 

effect from the subprime crisis. Although Singaporean banks had likely escaped 

the direct impact of the crisis, the segment of financial services such as stocks, 

shares, and bonds trading, including foreign exchange trading, had affected. 

The local stock market index had dropped by over 40% from the peak in 

October 2008. In the case of Thailand, only small impact from the crisis had hit 

the Thai financial market. Basically, Thailand has a low level of foreign 

investment or only 1.7% of Thai total assets. The significant effect was lying on 

the bank called Bankthai that had credit lines with Lehman Brothers. 

Nonetheless, Thailand has experienced the capital flight, just like Korea case, 

since the foreign investors needed to liquidate their capital account. The risk 

cost of financial transactions also increased due to the lack of domestic liquidity.  

If the Bank of Thailand still holds American assets or US dollars as its reserves, it 

will face a decline in value of international reserves.  

In addition, the effect of subprime crisis has passed on to developing 

countries through capital markets. Risk-averse investors have been pulling their 

money out of Asian equity markets to make sure that they would have some 

money as their financial guarantee if anything goes wrong in their domestic 

markets. Empirically, the evidence shows that capital index has reduced over 

time by 40% (see Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6: Asian Capital Net Flows  

Unit: Billion U.S. dollar 

 
Source: IMF Finance and Development (2008) 

Consequently, the ASEAN+3 economies seems to get less impact from 

the U.S. subprime crisis comparatively to other developed countries, especially 

the United States and the European countries. The reason is explained as they 

have less development in financial innovations; thus, the less connection to the 

financial risks. However, they all suffered from the crisis influence through their 

real sector.  

1.9.2. Effect on the Real Sector: Current Account and Real GDP 

For the real sector, the subprime crisis seriously hurt consumption, 

investment, and employment. The financial turmoil, via the negative wealth effect, 

has weakened consumer demand around the world, especially in the U.S. 

economy. In addition to the decrease in consumer demand, U.S. is the important 

trading partner of many countries. As the U.S. economy went downturn, many 

countries have gone through export deterioration.  Table 3.10 compares the 

current account deficit in each country in 2008. The projection result of Asian 
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current deficit in 2009, without any stimulus package, is also deliberated 

from the calculation via the global model of the Fiscal Policy Research Institute 

(FPRI).  

Table 3.10: Results on the World Current Account Deficit  

 

 (USD bn.) Q1 2008 Q2 2008 Q3 2008 Q42008-E AV2008-E
Current Account -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 
CA of US -192.3 -195.0 -192.1 -148.02 -181.87 
CA of JP 30.0 19.3 10.9 5.61 16.43
CA of EU 16.7 15.6 2.5 -61.2 -6.61 
CA of EA 8 75.4 123.3 109.5 164.37 118.13
CA of ROW 67.6 34.7 69.7 40.5 53.12
CA Thailand 2.6 2.1 -0.3 -1.3 0.80

 (USD bn.) Q1 2009-F Q2 2009-F Q3 2009-F Q4 2009-F AV2009-F
Current Account 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CA of US -74.8 -25.8 6.8 48.8 -11.22 
CA of JP 17.8 -5.4 1.7 -17.7 -0.87 
CA of EU -17.0 -17.8 0.9 -33.6 -16.84 
CA of EA 8 57.2 113.8 93.4 125.7 97.53
CA of ROW 16.7 -64.0 -99.3 -122.8 -67.36 
CA Thailand 0.0 -0.9 -3.6 -0.5 -1.22 

Source: FPRI World Economic Model (as of 2 Feb 2009) 

The table shows a big correction of current account in 2009. The U.S. 

current account deficit would be expected to reduce from USD -181.87 billion to 

USD -11.22 billion, while Japan would experience current account deficit by 

USD 870 million. However, the group of 8 East Asia countries, including China, 

would still have a positive current account. This is, of course, resulted from 

economic growth in China.  

Consider individual losses in the real sector of each ASEAN+3 countries 

in 2008, we can summarize as follows. The Japanese two sectors that were 

affected notably are automobiles and electronics. The companies such as 

Toyota, Nissan, Sony, Canon, etc., forecasted their profit slash in 2008, and then, 

cut their investments. Evidently, Japan’s GDP fell dramatically in the first half of 

2008 to 0.4%, besides the fact that she has officially entered economic 

recession (the first two quarters showed negative economic growth). In South 

Korea, banks are reluctant to lend investment loans to SMEs and to finance 

trade-transactions. The Korean banks have started to manage their financial 
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transactions and foreign currency reserves with more conscious and in a 

more conservative way. This caused both liquidity crunch and lower domestic 

growth in the Korean market. In the case of China, even though the growth rate 

looks really high comparing to other countries’ growth rate, there are a slowdown 

due to the reduction of excessive consumption in the U.S. The economic growth 

in China used to be over 10% annually. The 9% growth rate is the weakest rate 

since 2003. 

Finally, considering the ASEAN countries, Singapore economy has 

gotten weakened by the crisis considerably since the economy is small, open, 

and closely linked to the U.S. economy. The economy has now gone through the 

two consecutive period of negative growth; in other words, it has experienced a 

technical recession. The manufacturing and services sectors faced economic 

losses in the third quarter of 2008. Singaporean non-oil domestic exports 

dropped by 8.5%, along with the biggest declines in electronics and 

pharmaceuticals. Moreover, the growth in tourism sector went down for about 

6% in August 2008. Nevertheless, other countries in ASEAN have not yet 

reported the remarkable loss from the crisis like happened in Singapore.  

In addition, with the essence of real sector, Table 3.11 represents the 

estimated results of real GDP growth rates in 2009, calculated from FPRI global 

economic model. Except for the East Asia countries, other countries would 

experience negative real GDP growth rates in 2009. The positive rate of East 

Asia is again an impact from the Chinese economy. Nevertheless, the overall 

real rate of world GDP would turn negative in 2009. Moreover, if we consider the 

rate of each country quarterly, the result demonstrates that every group of 

economies, except East Asia, will possible enter a stage of economic recession 

in 2009.  
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Table 3.11: Effect of Financial Turmoil on Real GDP 
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YearQ4Q3Q2Q1Q4

20092008
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-1.1-1.0-1.5-1.1-1.1-1.0Japan

-0.52.00.0-1.4-2.5-1.8USA

YearQ4Q3Q2Q1Q4

20092008

Source: FPRI World Economic Model (as of 2 Feb 2009) 

All of these economic contractions created the big wave of 

unemployment; both domestic and international. In Japan, the unemployment 

rate increased to 4.1% in October 2008. Toyota has a plan to lay off more than 

3,000 workers at Thailand base before the end of 2008.  Even though we 

experience slight decreases in unemployment rate in ASEAN+3 economy, the 

real damage from the subprime crisis has not been revealed yet. Experts 

forecasted that, in 2009, the number of unemployed workers will increase 

dramatically due to the severe global financial crisis.  

 

1.10. Implications of New Financial Products for the ASEAN+3 
Financial Markets 

With the right policy and regulatory environment, derivatives instruments and 

mechanisms for risk transfer and risk sharing—can offer substantial benefits.  

Derivatives instruments which developed within an appropriate framework of solid 

product design, regulation, and sound market infrastructure  can play a very important 

role in allowing market participants to manage and transfer risks to those better able and 

willing to bear them.  Conversely, derivatives are double-edged swords as abusing them 

and the whole financial system can be jeopardized.   
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All of derivative-related losses can generally be traced back to one or 

more of the following causes; an overly speculative investment strategy, a 

misunderstanding of how derivatives allocate risk, an ineffective internal risk-

management audit function and the absence of systems that simulate adverse market 

movements and help develop contingency solutions. 

In developed financial systems, where the players are more sophisticated and 

are well-versed in the risk-return concept, regulatory and legislative restrictions may hurt 

more than protect the market.  For a shallow and underdeveloped system, derivatives 

may be perceived principally as a speculative instrument.  Nevertheless, by broadening 

the scope and availability of derivative instruments to qualified players, the potential 

benefits may outweigh the cost for domestic players.   

So far there have been no actual losses from default in traded names from Asia 

during the current financial market turmoil.  There is also still no evidence of any 

significant deterioration in the credit quality of these names.  Indeed, average credit 

ratings in the region have drifted upwards.  The structured investment vehicles and the 

more complex CDO structures that have caused so much trouble in the US and 

European credit markets have not been seen in Asia.  Yet the recent turbulence in 

global financial markets has, to some degree, spilled over into the region’s credit 

markets. 

In the case of CDS spreads, one explanation for the spillover is that the spreads 

are driven primarily by risk premia rather than expected losses from default, and these 

premia depend largely on the changing risk aversion of global investors.  Amato and 

Remolona (2003 and 2005) decompose CDS spreads and show that the larger portion 

of the spread is accounted for by risk premia rather than expected losses from default.  

As mentioned above, the CDS market for Asian names is confined to international 

investors, with domestic investors finding little use for it.  The arbitrage opportunities 

opened up by the widening of CDS spreads have so far not led to an increase in 

arbitrage CDO deals, as they would have in the past.  On the contrary, such CDO  

issuance has shrunk for Asian names as well as for others.  Since the diversification 
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requirements of arbitrage CDOs require non-Asian names, the fact that global 

investors have become suspicious of CDOs in general has dampened such activity 

everywhere. 

Regarding this, we will discuss implications of New Financial Products for the 

ASEAN+3 Financial Markets as follows: 

1.10.1. Market structure and transparency 

In the current crisis, one of the fundamental problems is the valuation of 

the securitized tranches for mortgage assets.  To value a simple credit default 

swap requires specification of the probability of default of the obligor over the life 

of swap and the loss if default occurs.  These probabilities and loss rates are not 

estimated by rating agencies. 

For synthetic CDOs, valuation becomes more complicated, because it is 

necessary to model default and recovery dependences among the obligors in 

the CDO.  Transparency in pricing and the liquidity of the market have greatly 

increased following the introduction of credit indices and the trading of tranches 

written on the indices.  Therefore, greater transparency is needed with respect to 

the nature of assets held by financial institutions, especially assets that are 

difficult to value.  For banks, more transparency is needed regarding the 

magnitude of implicit commitments that arise from reputation concerns.  

Examples are implicit commitments to off-balance-sheet vehicles and enhanced 

money market funds.  In its annual report, a bank should state the 

consequences of bringing its off-balance-sheet vehicles back onto its balance 

sheet.  This would help reduce information asymmetry. 

1.10.2. Rules and regulations 

Regulators need to monitor the rating agencies with respect to data 

quality, methodologies, and efficacy of their prediction.  The inherent conflict of 

interest between the rating agencies and their clients need to be addressed.  
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Moving from a merit-based to a disclosure-based regulatory system and 

broader regulatory and supervisory framework for securities markets are 

essentially needed. 

1.10.3. Knowledge of market participants 

We have witnessed relatively newly rated facilities having their credit 

ratings changed from triple-A to junk, and the tardy response of agencies in 

recognizing the risk arising from the holding of sub-prime mortgages by 

monolines.  These observations raise the question of the effectiveness of the 

methodologies used by the agencies to model loss distributions for portfolios of 

assets and the failure of the agencies to recognize the limitations of their models 

in a timely manner – hence undoubtedly affect the market participants. 

Rating agencies have a long history of estimating the probability of 

default and the loss given default for individual obligations.  This is not the case 

for structured products, for which there are many additional difficult issues.  

Therefore, the meaning of a rating needs to be clearly stated.  Additionally, for 

any type of instrument that is being rated, the need exists for a clear statement 

about the methodology used to derive a given rating and the underlying 

assumptions.  For asset-back securities, the government should sponsor an 

agency that collects information on a timely basis about the collateral pools and 

make it available to market participants.  This will facilitate an independent 

party’s ability to reproduce the credit ratings. 
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4 
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS AND 
CONCLUS ION  

The financial markets across the world and especially in the United States have 

seen tremendous changes over the past decades.  Among the notable changes is a 

rapid growth in size and number of financial instruments as seen by the growing pool 

acronyms, such as ABS, MBS, CDO and CDS.  Prominently, the advent of these 

instruments allows investors to their risk exposure to cater for particular needs, however 

in doing so adds complexity to their evaluation and creates the structure ever more 

opaque. 

Credit risk market innovations such as single-name CDS contracts, traded CDS 

indices and CDOs have made significant inroads in Asia.  Single-name CDS referring to 

almost a thousand Asia entities are now traded in the market.  There are actively traded 

CDS indices, separately covering names in Asia (excluding Japan).  Synthetic CDO 

deals have been put together with names from within the region, albeit in combination 

with names from elsewhere. 

In 2006, a surge of bond issuance in the region provided a major boost to the 

use of these credit-risk innovations.  This growth, however, has been interrupted by the 

recent global financial turmoil, which has caused spreads to widen sharply even for 

Asian names and reduced investors’ interest in structured credit.  Nonetheless, active 

trading in CDS indices has continued and the markets in the region are likely to resume 

their growth once global conditions settle down.  These markets have been confined to 

international investors, and greater issuance of local currency debt by lower-rated 

borrowers in the region would induce more active participation by domestic investors. 
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Meanwhile, Asian market participants will draw lessons from the recent 

global market turbulence.  They have seen the limitations to the use of complex financial 

structures and the inadequacies of risk management approaches used by financial 

institutions.  Although the borrowers in Asia credit markets appear to have strong 

fundamentals, the authorities in the region may wish to strengthen market oversight and 

encourage more robust risk management before fostering further development of new 

credit risk instruments. 

As abovementioned, financial globalization has gained economic and financial 

efficiency.  The other side of the coin is its costs and risks, in particular to financial 

stability.  In what follows, we will focus on the policy recommendation to reducing its 

vulnerability in conditions of introducing new financial products.  The main issues for 

dealing with introducing of new financial products which have developed in recent 

decades are: the implementation of relevant international standards; the trade-off 

between financial market development and financial stability; trade-off between financial 

market development and investor protection and needed reforms prior introduction of 

new financial products. 

In this respect, we present policy recommendations for dealing with new 

financial products in the region in 3 aspects: (1) international and regional levels, (2) for 

public sector at national level and (3) for private sector at national level.  Each of these 

policy recommendations has its merits but also its limits.  Their contribution to preserve 

both regional and national financial development and stability may be only partial in 

reality.  Therefore, implementation, effectiveness of policies, and the search for further 

solutions are inevitably required. 
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1.11. Policy recommendations for dealing with new 

financial products in the region: International and regional Levels 

With the transformation of economic landscape, financial volatility could not be 

fought with ex pose emergency lending only.  Appropriate rules and regulations have 

become the key element to minimize the risk of introducing new financial products.  As a 

result, demand arose for the prudential apparatus to be elaborated, extended and 

widely enforced.   

Perceptions of value and risk move up and down with the economy, and so does 

the willingness to take risks.  Credit spreads, asset prices, internal bank risk ratings and 

loan loss provisions all move procyclically.  Related to this, the regulation applied has 

also proved to be procyclical in nature, exacerbating cyclical developments in individual 

economies.  To hack with the issue, a more symmetric response to the expansionary 

and contractionary phases of the business cycle has been sought when devising 

prudential regulation instruments. Information flows must be encouraged while the rules 

and regulations on new financial products must be reviewed, in associating with the 

cooperation of regulation bodies. At the same time, accounting standards must be 

improved to reveal off-balance-sheet items for more transparency and less asymmetric 

information. With effectiveness of this mechanism, the integration of financial and capital 

markets will be created. Additionally, the Asian credit rating cooperation must be 

emphasized. It is important for a credit-rating agency to report accurate and reliably real 

value of new financial products.  It is also to improve the governance of credit rating 

agencies.  

The utmost crucial discussion lies on the cooperation at the macro level in the 

region. In order to speed up the financial innovation and development in the ASEAN+3, 

regional cooperation is required. As a result, the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI) and the 

Asian Bond Markets Initiative (ABMI) must continue quickly. Simultaneously, Asian must 

carry on trade liberalization by lessening trade protections.  

Table 4.1 summarizes the policy recommendations for the development of new 

financial products.  
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Table 4.1: Policy Recommendations for international and regional levels 

 

 

1.12. Policy recommendations for dealing with new financial 
products at national level for countries in the region: Public 
sector 

In order the maximize benefits and mitigate potential drawbacks of introducing 

new financial products, the public sector has a vital role to play. To begin with the 

central banks, it is necessary that they must have sound risk management along with 

information disclosure policy. One possible solution is to improve the international 

standards regarding appropriate risk management and information disclosure. 

Specifically, the central banks should adopt a principle-based guideline for a sound risk 

management.  

Regarding to Ministry of Finance, some countries have multi-supervisory 

authorities to overlook financial institutions. This might result in level of playing fields, 

different supervisory standards and practices, and sometimes unrelated policies on new 

financial products.  Thus, potential risks can be minimized with the evaluation of overall 

impact of risk exposures on new financial products and the coherent provision of 
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supervisory standards on financial institutions. The cooperation among these 

financial institutions to set up supervisory standards is fairly desirable. 

Sufficient and transparent information is necessary in new product development. 

The disclosure of information can be done based on sound risk management of mutual 

fund, private fund, provident fund, and so on. The active monitoring on financial 

transaction can help creating an early warning system for the financial markets. At the 

same time, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) must encourage knowledge 

provision to investors along with the uses of derivatives with the purpose of hedging 

rather than of speculation. The information disclosure and transparency should also be 

promoted in stock market, derivative market, and other relevant markets in order to 

provide equivalent information to the investors. 

Lastly, the government agency should get involved in the supervision of the 

insurance business since a big insurance group i.e., AIG is a major player in CDS 

market. In order to prevent or, at least, alleviate the crisis impact, international 

supervisory and risk management standards must be adopted.  

 Table 4.2 suggests the policy recommendations for public sector at national 

level.  
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Table 4.2: Policy Recommendations for Public Sector 

Order Authorities Concerns Solutions Policy recommendations
1 Central Bank - Commercial banks are required 

to have a sound risk management 
and an information disclosure.

- Improve in international 
standards regarding 
appropriate risk 
management and 
information disclosure.
- CB should thoroughly 
analyze the effects of low 
interest rate policy and 
have prudential regulations 
to control banks to keep 
their descipline on cred

- Adopt a principle-based 
guideline for a sound risk 
management.
- The CB should pay more 
attention on the effects of 
low interest rates on asset 
prices, credit growth, and 
credit quality

2 MOF - In some countries, there are 
multi-supervisory authorities to 
oversee financial institutions. This 
result in level of playing fields, 
different supervisory standards 
and practices, and sometimes 
uncoordinated policies on new 
financial products

- Evaluate "overall" 
country's risk exposure to 
new financial products
- Provide coherent 
supervisory standard for 
financial institutions in 
order to minimize potential 
risks

- Financial supervisory 
authorities coopearate to 
set a supervisory standard  
for issuing or investing in a 
new financial products.

3 SEC - Information disclosure and 
transparency in financial market 
particularly on new finanical 
products should be encouraged.

 - Improve in transparency 
and information disclosure 
of new finanical products.
 - Monitor transactions and 
create an early warning 
system
 - Provide invesment 
knowledges to investors

 - Adopt a principle-based 
guideline for sound risk 
management of mutual 
fund, private fund, 
provident fund, etc.
- Create a monitoring 
system for new financial 
products 
- Support and encourage 
uses of derivative products 
for hedging rather than 

4 SET, TFEX, 
relevant markets

- Information disclosure and 
transparency in each market 
should be encouraged.

- Collect transactions 
information in the market 
and provide timely data to 
investors
 - Create an early warning 
system of each market

- Create a monitoring 
system for new financial 
products

5 Office of 
insurance 
commission

 - Insurance Group such as AIG is 
a big player as a CDS protection 
seller

- Improve international 
supervisory and risk 
management standards

 - Adopt a principle-based 
guideline for sound risk 
management

 

1.13. Policy recommendations for dealing with new financial 
products at national level for countries in the region: Private 
Sector  

The private sector also has a lot to do to maintain the benefit from new financial 

products while minimizing the potential loss. Commercial and investment banks might 

not be operating under sufficiently prudent lending policy, which necessitates the 

improvement of risk management and lending practices. In particular, banks should 
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thoroughly evaluate both merits and drawbacks of a new financial product as 

they introduce it. Simultaneously, they should be capable of gauging potential maximum 

risk exposure and how to limit it.  

 Fundamentally, sufficient information is required before making a decision on 

any financial investment. It is then necessary for securities companies to disclose 

information about characteristics and risks of those financial products.  

Another important player refers to credit rating agencies. The problems related 

to credit rating agencies are twofold. First, regulators and investors have relied too much 

on credit rating result of financial products. Second, there are conflicts of interest 

between credit rating agencies and financial institutions or product issuers.  The former 

problem indicates that, credit rating agencies should accurately evaluate both returns 

and risks of financial products so that market participants can assess the associated 

factors properly. It is necessary for the credit rating agencies to monitor and thoroughly 

understand new complicated financial products. Also the appropriate methodology for 

value assessment of these products must be considered. To the latter, we believe that 

credit rating agencies should operate under good governance.  The recommendation 

lies on a separation of the rating and consulting businesses to prevent further conflicts 

of interest. If possible, private sector should set up their own credit rating agencies to 

provide credit ratings on financial products and relevant information. 

Finally, other players such as insurance companies, mutual funds, hedge funds 

provident funds and investors in the markets should not rely too much on particular 

credit rating of the financial products. They should seek for enough information and 

understand financial products’ characteristics. Monitoring and thorough comprehension 

of new financial products’ characteristics and their mechanism are highly recommended.   

Table 4.3 concludes the policy recommendations for private sector at national 

level. 
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Table 4.3: Policy Recommendations for Private Sector 
Order Market Participants Concerns Solutions Recommendations

1 Banks: commercial 
banks and investment 

banks

 - Banks have operated under 
imprudent lending policy.

- Improve lending policy
- Thoroughly evaluate both 
merits and drawbacks of 
introducing new financial 
products into market

 - Improve risk 
management and lending 
practices
 - Improve ability to 
evaluate potential 
maximum risk exposure and

2 Securities companies - Investors should have sufficient 
information for their investment 
decisions

 - Sufficiently and timely 
provide necessary 
information of both risks 
and characteristics of 
financial products to 
investors

 - Disclose information 
about characteristics and 
risks of financial products to 
investors in timely basis

3 Credit rating agencies - Regulators and investors have 
relied too much on credit rating of 
financial products.

- Conflicts of interest of credit 
rating agencies

- Accurately evaluate not 
only return but also risk of 
financial products so that 
market participants can 
assess the associated risks 
properly.

- Credit rating agencies 
should not be only private 
ones and need to operate 
under good governance 
practices

 - Monitor and thoroughly 
understand how new 
financial products work
- Understand appropriate 
methodology for value 
assessment of new financial 
products
- Reduce conflicts of 
interest of credit rating 
agencies by separating the 
rating and consulting busin

4 Insurance companies

5 Mutual funds
6 Hedge funds
7 Provident funds
8 Investors

 - Having enough 
information and 
understand financial 
products characteristics   

- Regulators and investors have 
relied too much on credit rating of 
financial products

 -  Monitor and thoroughly 
understand how new 
financial products 
characterisitics and how it 
works
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